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I N THE S EA

A seahorse curls its tail around some
coral. It glances about. Its left eye looks
forward while its right eye looks back.
When prey gets close, the seahorse’s
eyes will see it. But prey won’t see the
tiny seahorse. It blends right in with
the coral.
A small shrimp comes close. With
lightning speed, the seahorse moves
its head forward. Slurp! It sucks in
the shrimp.
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Made for Ocean Life
About 50 kinds of seahorses live in
the world’s oceans. They’re made for life
at sea. Their tails are flexible and can grab
things. They’re great for holding onto
grass and coral. Holding on helps small
seahorses stay still in moving water.
Although seahorses are fish, they have
no scales. Instead, they are covered in
bony plates. These plates are covered in
skin. Seahorse skin can change colors.

COMPARING
LENGTHS

big-bellied seahorse
longsnout seahorse
giraffe seahorse
Denise’s pygmy seahorse
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inches

up to 14 inches (36 centimeters)
up to 7 inches (18 cm)
up to 3.9 inches (10 cm)
up to .8 inch (2 cm)
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Getting Around
Seahorses use their small fins to
swim. Their back fins move them
forward. The two fins on their heads
help them steer. They also have swim
bladders. Seahorses change the
amount of air in them to move
up and down.

Seahorses’ back fins move very quickly.
Even so, seahorses swim slowly. They’re one
of the slowest fish.
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